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As the environmental significance of odor pollution is recognized by the public, the demand for accurate assessment of these pollutants has been growing steadily. Hence, the analytical methodologies commonly used for their determination need to be evaluated from various respects. This special issue is thus intended to compile up-to-date knowledge on the determination of odor pollution with emphasis on volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and many key odor components such as reduced sulfur compounds (RSCs), organic acids, carbonyls, and nitrogenous compounds (ammonia and trimethyl amine).

The publication of this special issue has been achieved by the warm support and devotion of the contributing authors as well as the important contribution offered by expert reviewers. This special issue is intended to provide a snapshot in the timeline of international research and policy of odorant and VOC pollution and to bring together some of the recent and most exciting developments in the area, and to describe the main trends of their application in the field study. It contains a mixture of papers describing the latest development for their application relevant to air pollution and odor pollution.
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